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“Smart energy communities” are emerging as one key component of the low carbon energy transition.
Independently from the scale (ranging from the district to the urban or territorial dimension), they aim
to optimize energy systems and improve the inhabitants quality of life. However, a unique and shared
definition of smart energy communities is still missing, and there is the risk is to turn it into a meaningless
mantra of local energy policies: the panacea to all relevant energy, environmental and social issues
affecting our settlements.
To ensure smart energy communities trustable interpretation and accurate assessment, we suggest
considering the broad spectrum of multiple benefits (not only energy-related) achievable by their
successful implementation. Such multiple benefits are likely to emerge in most of the smart development
dimensions (i.e. natural and built environment, services, community, governance, economy mobility and
connectivity). Examples of such multiple benefits are better job opportunities, improved human wellbeing, reduction of buildings life cycle costs, reduction of fuel poverty, increase in asset value, enhanced
air quality, and many others. Unfortunately, due to their complexity and vastness, they are often analyzed
by sectoral studies, lacking of a comprehensive overview.
Because a holistic approach requires skills and knowledge coming from many research fields, this
session seeks to bring together researchers from different backgrounds, exploring in detail how to
recognize, model, measure and asses the multiple benefits (from a single one to specific subsets), with
the final aim to provide attendees with a broader view of the topic.
Possible topics of interest for this session include the following:

Multiple benefits from energy efficiency / distributed generation / energy communities;
Non-market evaluation techniques applied to multiple benefits;
The value of trust in institutional / stakeholders relationships and social capital creation;
Case studies and approaches from demonstration projects at local or EU level;
Examples of modelling for the energy transition considering the multiple benefits;
Benefits or opportunities: is there a need for additional efforts to really grasp them?
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